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& Crafting Keepsakes

Soon we’ll find our thoughts and
energy focused on the holidays and how
to make them special, if not spectacular.
Commercials, retail displays, and social
media will bombard us with suggestions on
how to make it all “perfect.”
Before all this craziness starts, we
would like to pass-along some ideas on how
to keep the “happy” in Happy Holidays.
Instead of promoting perfection, the theme
of this newsletter is on gathering with friends
and family to make memories and slowing down
to craft keepsakes to treasure for years to come.

Santas
Stockings & pages
2-3

Apostrophe S

Craft your own desert-toned garden
with this kit packed with stunning
WoolFelt® succulents. Aloe & Friends
from Apostrophe S has an easy-to-make
array of wool-blend felt forms that you
arrange in a wood planter box.

New Patterns!

Felted Forest from Apostrophe S

Do-It-Together with

Aloe & Friends—Radiants

From Bits & Pieces by Joan. Shown
here is #368 Janet’s Simply Santa &
#366 Hung With Care. Contact:
www.bitsandpiecesbyjoan.com

Make it with friends!

Pinterest Made Possible. DIY failure is
frustrating and costly when trying to turn
an idea photo from Pinterest into a finished
project. Apostrophe S has a fun solution.
Instead of DIY, their projects are for DIT
(do-it-together) and their all-inclusive kits
come with everything you’ll need: tools,
instructional videos, and pre-cut pieces.
An Apostrophe S Coordinator (who earns
extra income/rewards) organizes the casual
get-togethers. Kits are ordered in advance so
the event is spent on creating, making
memories, and having fun!

Jordan Tregeagle, Director at Apostrophe S, explains
why WoolFelt is “the heart and soul” of many of the kits.
“I’m a big fan of the felts National Nonwovens sell — I
love that they are made here in the U.S. and in a part
of the country so rich with history and tradition.”
More Information: www.apostrophe-s.com

